Host Brett says:
<<<<Resume Mission "...And the Enemy you Don't - Part 3"

SO_Vendal says:
::Crawling out into the hallway and heading to the TL::

TO_Foshee says:
CO:  Ten seconds to impact.

CSO_Syrna says:
::initiates a scan of the Gorn vessel, braces for impact::

XO_Tarrez says:
::Due to the possible upcoming impact, decides to send the comm without waiting to hear if there are any life signs onboard their ship::  COM: Gorns: We are going to stay and try to protect you, but we can't take much more of this.  If you are able to assist us in any way it will help.

FCO_Curgan says:
::sitting in the flight pit, hands hovering over the engage warp button, waiting for command::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::watching the torpedoes bear down:: TO: Lock onto them with our torpedoes and fire.

TO_Foshee says:
::Locks and fires torpedoes::  CO: Fired!

EO_K`Vas says:
::in engineering trying to get enough people on the repairs::

XO_Tarrez says:
::prepares for triage as she waits for a reply::

FCO_Curgan says:
::braces for impact::

SO_Vendal says:
::stands in the TL unsteadily:: TL: Bridge

TO_Foshee says:
::Watches the scans, hoping not to feel any impact.::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::holds onto the back of OPS chair and braces for impact:: *All*: Brace for impact!

XO_Tarrez says:
::braces::

CSO_Syrna says:
CO: There are still 500 Gorns alive on the Cestus III. We are more damaged than it is.... for having lost part of its saucer it is doing quite well... I wonder why it hasn’t fired on the Orions.

CMO_Hunter says:
::braces himself against a Biobed...stretches out his thoughts to Sy:::

Host Brett says:
Action: The Del's torpedoes, only two fire from the rear launcher and hit the incoming Plasma weapons.  The photons disintegrate upon touching the plasma, having no effect.

XO_Tarrez says:
::senses Owyn and sends back her love as they are hit::

Host Brett says:
Action: The torpedoes impact the Del's rear shields.

SO_Vendal says:
::TL reaches the bridge, the doors open at the same time as the Plasma Missiles hit.  Gabril 
falls to the deck hard::

TO_Foshee says:
::Grabs the front of the station as she is thrown backwards::

CMO_Hunter says:
::grabs hold of the biobed for support but is thrown to the deck hard::

XO_Tarrez says:
::somehow keeps her seat as the ship is rocked:: *Department Head*: Report!

Host Brett says:
Action: The Excelsior pitches nose down twenty degrees.  The rear shields, reinforced by OPS, absorb the brunt of the damage but collapse.  One shield generator explodes.  The port Nacelle is damaged and warp drive drops off-line.  The OPS panel overloads and D’von is thrown across the bridge in a shower of sparks.

CMO_Hunter says:
Aloud:: everyone ok?

FCO_Curgan says:
::is thoroughly trounced in his flight pit::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::grabs hold of the back of OPS chair but is knocked to the ground as D'von gets thrown clear:: *CMO*: Medic on the bridge.

SO_Vendal says:
:: pulls himself across the floor trying to help fallen crewmembers but afraid to stand for fear of being knocked down again::

CSO_Syrna says:
::looks across at D'von:: OPS: Alyx! :;is concerned steps back from her post and then steps back to it as it is her duty:: *CMO* Medical emergency... D'von is down. ::sounds upset::

TO_Foshee says:
XO:  Rear shields have collapsed.

CMO_Hunter says:
*XO*: We're ok here....I have a team on the way to the bridge!

EO_K`Vas says:
*OPS*: We have lost rear shields and our warp drive is off line

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::gets back up to her feet and looks around the bridge:: FCO: Do we still have power?

FCO_Curgan says:
::begins sending information to the shuttle bays to prep shuttles::

FCO_Curgan says:
CO: No warp, Captain.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
TO: Lock onto that ship and hit them with everything you can.

CSO_Syrna says:
::tries to ignore what just happened:: CO: The Orion is heading away at high impulse,,, charging its weapons....

XO_Tarrez says:
CO: We have multiply causalities on several decks and no aft shields. 

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Work on getting the shields reinforced.

CSO_Syrna says:
XO: Why haven't the Gorn done anything?!

CMO_Hunter says:
::sends all his teams out to deal with the casualties::

XO_Tarrez says:
*CMO*: I also need medics to decks 3, 4, 7 and 11

EO_K`Vas says:
::sends repair teams to port nacelle and to the aft shield generators::

FCO_Curgan says:
CO: Captain, should I continue trying to get shuttles out to follow the Orions?

SO_Vendal says:
::Gets to the Science station and pulls himself up::  Anyone: What is happening my monitor only showed the War Game who is shooting at us?

TO_Foshee says:
CO: Locking.  :: Upturns the ship back to be at a good angle and fires full spread of torpedoes aft::

XO_Tarrez says:
CSO: ::without looking::  I haven't been able to raise them on the comm... are there any life signs?

CSO_Syrna says:
::slaves ops panel to her panel:: CO: Orions are hailing us.

CMO_Hunter says:
*XO*:: already on the way,

Host CO_K`Beth says:
XO: get the Gorns on line. ::limps over to D'von and kneels down and checks that he's still breathing::

Host Brett says:
Action: Aft torpedo launcher is not yet loaded.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: On screen. ::stands up and straightens her jacket::

FCO_Curgan says:
::realigns the Del to face the Orion ship with her strongest shields::

XO_Tarrez says:
::tries again to get the Gorns::

SO_Vendal says:
::Confused:: All: Orions!!!!  What are they doing here

CSO_Syrna says:
::sees the huge black eye and the knot on his forehead:: SO: Work the sensors... I'll be doing... ::sounds like she's about to lose it:: power management.

CSO_Syrna says:
::puts the Orions on screen::

SO_Vendal says:
CSO: Yes Ma'am

SO_Vendal says:
::turns to panel and begins working by rote::

CMO_Hunter says:
:: Sickbay is now a frenzy of ordered Chaos, nurses and doctors working on there own patients...as the newly wounded being flowing in and prioritized::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::hears the tension in the CSO's voice and wonders if she will break. Turns to the viewscreen::

CSO_Syrna says:
::looks over to D’von::

XO_Tarrez says:
::Sees a team of medics arrive and silently thanks Owyn::

Host Brett says:
<Orions> COMM: Del: CO: Well, our plan did not work out perfectly...but we'll make do.  Pray to your heathen gods Klingon, your days are...::The Orions on the screen suddenly pitch forward.  "What the!?"  Then the screen goes blank.

CMO_Hunter says:
<Medic> ::one moves directly to the OPS:: Everyone else ok?

XO_Tarrez says:
SO: Any life signs on the Gorn ship?

CSO_Syrna says:
::nods:: Medic: How is he? :: asks tentatively::

SO_Vendal says:
XO: Scanning  :looks at the readout of the lifesigns on the Gorn ship::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::is about to answer when the screen went black:: CSO: What happened?  Get them back on the screen Lt.

XO_Tarrez says:
CSO: What is going on over there?

Host Brett says:
The Orion ship is snagged as it passes too near the Gorn ship.  The Gorn tractor beam holds it fast.

TO_Foshee says:
::Frowns, wondering what happened to the Orion::

CSO_Syrna says:
::works the unfamiliar systems:: ~~~ Alyx I need you.... ~~~ CO: I am trying.....

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::wipes tentively at a cut above her eye and turns to the CSO and XO: CSO/XO: What the hell just happened?  Someone speak to me.

CSO_Syrna says:
CO: The signal has been cut at the source... they are not responding to our hails now....

SO_Vendal says:
XO: The Orions have been caught by the Gorns in a tractor beam.

CMO_Hunter says:
<Medic>:: places a portable traction field around the OPS::

XO_Tarrez says:
::Grins:: CO: Score one for the good guys.  Recommend we blast it out of space.

SO_Vendal says:
XO: I am assuming by it that there is someone still alive but the damage have left all kinds of ghosts on my sensors

Host Brett says:
Action: The Orion ship fires its phaser at the huge Gorn vessel, but the Gorn's shields are impervious.  The Gorn return phaser fire, one shot at a time...battering the small vessel's shields until they fall.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::hears the SO:: CSO: Get the Gorns on-line,

XO_Tarrez says:
::her eyes widen as she watches the scene unfold:: Self: What?!?

Host Brett says:
Action: The Gorns phasers begin to dissect the Orion vessel.

CSO_Syrna says:
::hails the Gorn vessel::

XO_Tarrez says:
SO: What is going on over there?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::limps over to her seat and looks at her read out console wiping some debris from the OPS console off of it::  XO: About time they helped.  What’s the extent of the damage of the Del?

SO_Vendal says:
::reaches out to catch himself as his legs begin to give out:: ::faintly says:: CSO: Ma'am I am not feeling so well.

CMO_Hunter says:
<Medic>*CMO*:Emergency beam out from the bridge...priority critical...

Host CO_K`Beth says:
SO/TO: Scan for anything else out there.  I don't want anymore surprises.

CMO_Hunter says:
::the Medic and the OPS disappear::

Host Brett says:
<Gorn> COMM: Del: (Staticy) We hear you.  Are you alright?

CSO_Syrna says:
::turns to look at her SO:: SO: Vendal, what is wrong?

FCO_Curgan says:
::rescinds his prior commands to the shuttle bays::

CMO_Hunter says:
::The OPS arrives in Sickbay and Hunter takes over from the medic::

SO_Vendal says:
CO: Yes Ma'am ::Falls to the floor and begins to pick himself up:: CSO: Just dizzy

TO_Foshee says:
CO:  Yes ma’am, scanning.  ::Reads the data and watches for any other ship's signatures::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
COMM: Gorn: We've been better.  Our engines are down and we have causalities.  How about you?

CSO_Syrna says:
SO: Are you going to be alright? Do you need to go to sickbay?

SO_Vendal says:
CSO: Not sure, I will keep going

CMO_Hunter says:
::makes a note of all the OPS injuries as his top nurses and doctors set to work::

XO_Tarrez says:
CO: Ma'am we are damaged pretty badly.  I will give you a report as soon as possible.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::sees the SO:: SO: Try and hold on...we need you up here right now. ::waves to a medic to look at the science officer::

CSO_Syrna says:
SO: It is not logical to... ::hears K'Beth and stops talking::

CMO_Hunter says:
<Medic> ::begins an assessment on the SO::

Host Brett says:
Action: The Orion ship disintegrates in a series of small explosions.  The Gorn tractor beam still holds their warp core, like pulling the heart from an enemy.

SO_Vendal says:
::medic comes over and applies a hypo to reduce swelling in his head.::  CSO: I feel better

CSO_Syrna says:
::nods:: SO: Good.

XO_Tarrez says:
CO: It looks like they are stealing the warp core? ::is confused::

TO_Foshee says:
CO:  No ships to report other than freighters and such.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::watches what the Gorn's do from her console:: XO: I don't know. ::shakes her head.  Tiredly:: Just get me that casualty list first please.

Host Brett says:
<Gorn> COMM: Del: CO: We are functional.  It took our engineer too long to return our systems to full power after our little contest.  The attack knocked out our comm and impulse systems.

Host Brett says:
<Gorn> COMM: Del: CO: We are only now able to communicate.

XO_Tarrez says:
::sends an updated list to K’Beth of there damages::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
COM: Gorn: CO: Are you mobile?  Do you need assistance? ::not quite sure what the Del has to offer in her sad state::

CMO_Hunter says:
::sends the OPS injuries up to the XOs console, L 4-5 fracture of his back, multiple lacerations, partial and superficial electrical burns, internal bruising from the fall::

SO_Vendal says:
<medic> CSO: Ma'am he needs to be seen he has a serious concussion.  He looks too stubborn to go to the Doc though

TO_Foshee says:
::Rubs her funny bone.  She's glad that's her only injury::

XO_Tarrez says:
CSO/FCO/TO: Please send any one that you can spare that has medical training or cross training to sickbay to help out.

Host Brett says:
Action: The Gorns reverse their tractor beam and send the Orion core spinning off into space.  It reaches about 50,000km, and they destroy it with a phaser blast.

CSO_Syrna says:
SO: Go to sickbay. Not to help out but to be treated. That is an order.

SO_Vendal says:
::Cleans up the sensor readings and filters out the ghosts::

SO_Vendal says:
CSO: Yes Ma'am

SO_Vendal says:
::Follows the medic to SB::

FCO_Curgan says:
::sends the XO's message out to his department::

TO_Foshee says:
::Continues to watch for suspicious movement on the scans::

XO_Tarrez says:
CO:  CMO reports that the OPS is going to be okay. ::says it loud enough for the CSO to hear and sends the specifics to the CO's chair::

CSO_Syrna says:
::would go to sickbay herself as she is somewhat cross trained in medical, but signals staff their way::

Host Brett says:
<Gorn> COMM: Del: CO: We are in your debt Delphyne.  We saw how you interposed your ship between us and our attackers.  You no doubt saved us all.  We regret the need to ask for further assistance, however, many of our physicians were killed in the attack.  Our Sickbay was destroyed.  We have only backup medical systems.  Can you help our wounded?

CMO_Hunter says:
<Medic>::walks around Sickbay seeing each one in turn::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
COM: Gorn: CO: We'll do what we can.  How many do you have?

CSO_Syrna says:
::nods and gives the barest hint of a smile when she hears Alyx will be alright::

Host Brett says:
<EO Napa> *EO*: Engineering, repair team 1.

CMO_Hunter says:
<Medic>CO: Ma`am, let me take a look at that laceration on your forehead...

EO_K`Vas says:
*Repair team 1*: What is your status

Host Brett says:
<Gorn> COMM: Del: CO: 76.  Many serious.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::nods to the medic and tries to hold still:: XO: Is there a cargo bay available for triage of the Gorn's?

CMO_Hunter says:
*XO*:::casualties coming to you now...::send the numbers to the XO::

CMO_Hunter says:
*XO* 32 Injured, 10 serious, none killed

TO_Foshee says:
::Looks over the inventory of weapons left and listens to the different reports of casualties::

CMO_Hunter says:
<Medic>:: CO:: very superficial...any nausea? dizziness?

SO_Vendal says:
::arrives at SB and is not sure where to go with so many people here::  CMO: Where should I go

XO_Tarrez says:
::doesn't have to check the ships manifest as she knows::  CO: Yes Cargo bay 2 can handle it.  We have 32 Injured, 10 serious but none killed.

Host Brett says:
<EO Napa> *EO*: Sir, we've reset the ventral shield generators.  They should start firming up.  We're headed aft.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::hears the CMO and the XO:: *CMO*: Dr...we have 76 seriously injured Gorns that we need to take care of. ::shakes her head at the medic:: We'll set up a triage in Cargo bay 2.

CSO_Syrna says:
::starts sending available power to sickbay and its auxiliaries::

EO_K`Vas says:
*EO_Napa*: Understood keep my advised of your progress

CMO_Hunter says:
<Medic>: SO:  possible concussion....and fracture of the right orbit..

EO_K`Vas says:
*OPS*: The ventral shields have been reset, power levels rising

CMO_Hunter says:
::Nods the medic:: SO: Go see the nurse over there, points to a corner of sickbay where there are several folks milling about::

TO_Foshee says:
CO:  Shields are coming back up on the ventral side.  At 10% and increasing 2% a minute.

SO_Vendal says:
::Moves over to the nurse:: <nurse> Sit there and I will be with you in a moment

Host CO_K`Beth says:
XO: Cmdr...assist the medical team with he triage of the Gorns and our own people.

XO_Tarrez says:
CSO/FCO/TO: Any personal that you can spare that has engineering training should also go and help out.

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*:: Aye ma'am...I’ll send a few teams down to Cargo bay 2

CSO_Syrna says:
:gets the com from the EO:: *EO*: D'von is injured in sickbay..... I am monitoring the operations station. ::sounds more like her normal self::

TO_Foshee says:
::Looking at the depleted torpedo count:: Self:  Half gone.  Hope we don't meet another enemy anytime soon.

XO_Tarrez says:
::nods::  CO: Aye, ma'am. ::moves off to the TL::

CSO_Syrna says:
*EO*: I thank you for your report.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Coordinate the transport of the injured Gorns to cargo bay 2.  You have medical training don't you?

FCO_Curgan says:
::resends his last message to his department and adds a request for engineers as well::

CSO_Syrna says:
CO: Yes I do.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::nods:: CSO: Good...as soon as the transport is underway go down and assist the medical teams.

Host Brett says:
Action: The huge Gorn ship moves into position next to the Delphyne and hovers there.  The forward saucer is half gone, and there are several large holes along the front third of the main hull.

CSO_Syrna says:
CO: K'Vas informs me that our ventral shields are being restored.

XO_Tarrez says:
::enters the TL and sends it to CB 2::

CSO_Syrna says:
CO: Understood... are we continuing to maintain shields?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: No...lower the shields during the transport.

TO_Foshee says:
XO:  Yes sir.   There are a few that could go.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Good....is the channel to the Gorns still open?

SO_Vendal says:
::Nurse scans him and finds what is wrong, gives another hypo and rescans him:: <nurse>SO: You will be fine in a day or so.

CSO_Syrna says:
CO: Affirmative.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
TO/FCO: Both of you keep an eye out for anything approaching us.

FCO_Curgan says:
CO: Aye Ma'am.

CSO_Syrna says:
::nods:: CO: May I lower them now and re-route the available power?

CMO_Hunter says:
::leaves Dr. Hannibal in charge of sickbay and heads to Cargo bay 2 to supervise:::

TO_Foshee says:
CO:  Keeping an eye out, ma'am.  ::Keeps the scans current::

XO_Tarrez says:
::arrives at CB 2::  *CMO*: No need to respond if you are busy, but I wanted to let you know that I am at CB 2 to assist with organizing the triage here.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
COMM: Gorn: CO: We're setting up a Cargo bay for medical triage.  Coordinate with Lt. Syrna for the transport.

CMO_Hunter says:
*XO* I’m on my way right now....

SO_Vendal says:
::Nods to the nurse and makes his way out of SB and back to the Bridge::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Yes....do what you need to do to get the Gorns over here but be ready to bring them up instantly.

CSO_Syrna says:
CO: I did a search on the Klingons that appeared with the Orions when they first transmitted to us....his face is unknown to our databanks.

TO_Foshee says:
CO:  Nothing in the area that's visible currently.  ::Feels very nervous about the possibility of another attack out of the blue::

CSO_Syrna says:
::nods:: CO: Yes. ::lowers the shields and reroutes the power to the medical facilities and cargo bay 2::

Host Brett says:
<Gorn> COMM: Del: CO: Captain.  I am sending our third junior physician with medical information on our race.  He will accompany our wounded.  Your Federation does not have updated files on our species.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Send the image to my console please.

XO_Tarrez says:
::starts to direct crewmen and officers to various spots::  *CO*: We are ready to receive.

CMO_Hunter says:
::arrives in sickbay::

CSO_Syrna says:
::routes the image to K’Beth::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
COM:P Gorn: CO: Thank you, Captain.  that will be a great help for my medical staff.

Host Brett says:
<EO Kragen> *EO*: Repair team 3 to Engineering.

SO_Vendal says:
::gets back to the Bridge, more steady than before:: CSO: I am back Ma'am

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*XO*: Understood.

CMO_Hunter says:
*CO*: I’m also in Cargo bay 2...

TO_Foshee says:
::Directs two of her staff to go help engineering and continues monitoring the scans::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Begin the transport.

EO_K`Vas says:
*EO_Kragen*: What's your status

CSO_Syrna says:
:nods at the SO::

SO_Vendal says:
CSO: What can I do to help now?

CSO_Syrna says:
::begins coordinating with the Gorn OPS officer and transporting Gorns to cargo bay 2::

Host Brett says:
<Gorn> COMM: Del: CO Your pardon Captain, but I am first officer Skikkkrit.  Captain Sleestak was slain in battle.

CSO_Syrna says:
SO: Keep watch on the sensors.

XO_Tarrez says:
::looks up as the CMO enters and relief spreads over her face when she sees that he is unhurt::  CMO: They will be here shortly...

SO_Vendal says:
CSO: Aye  ::Keeps his eyes on the monitors::

CMO_Hunter says:
::nods to her smiling weakly::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::sorrow in her voice:: COMM: Gorn: First: My condolences....our visual on our viewscreen is not working well...my apologies at my mistake.  Your captain was an honorable being.

XO_Tarrez says:
::gives a simple nod back before beginning the gruesome work::

Host Brett says:
<EO Kragen> *EO*: Sir, the aft shield generators are pretty bad off.  One is totally gone and the other is badly damaged.  We'll need to replicate parts for the backup and put into base for a replacement.  It's gonna take about two hours to get the screen back up back here sir.

TO_Foshee says:
::Monitors for suspicious data indicating cloaked vessels as well as visual scans::

Host Brett says:
<Gorn> COMM: Del: CO ::Nods::  True.  As are your crew.  Thank you again.  ::Closes communications (Channel is still open, but on "hold")

EO_K`Vas says:
*EO_Kragen*: Understood, get the back up system on line

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::sees the medic  on the bridge:: Medic: Go down and assist them in Cargo bay 2. ::sees the SO is back::

TO_Foshee says:
::Checks to make sure the shields are still coming back up online::

CSO_Syrna says:
::lets Hansen take over the operations station and goes to Cargo Bay 2::

CMO_Hunter says:
<Medic>CO aye ma'am ::nods and walks out to the Cargo bay::

EO_K`Vas says:
*CSO*: The rear shields are badly damaged.  The primary is irreparable, and crews are trying to restore the backup system now

Host Brett says:
Action: The Gorn wounded begin arriving.  Many have plasma, electrical or chemical burns.  Some have injuries from vacuum exposure.  A few are missing limbs, having been caught in explosions.  Three arrive already dead.  The physician, a Gorn in red, hands the CMO a PADD with medical information.

CSO_Syrna says:
*EO*: Thank you. Hansen is now taking over Operations, but I will inform the CO, you can report to her or the XO directly if you wish.

TO_Foshee says:
::Wonders where the CTO has been all this time.  Keeps monitoring, but nothing shows up::

XO_Tarrez says:
::picks up a tricorder and moves to the closest person.  Starts scanning the young being::

EO_K`Vas says:
*CSO*: Understood will report to the XO from this point on

CMO_Hunter says:
Gorn_Doc: Thank you, ::begins reading it over, sending 2 orderlies to move the dead Gorn off to another secluded part of the Cargo bay::

CSO_Syrna says:
CO: K'Vas informs me that the rear shields are badly damaged. The primary is irreparable and the crews are trying to restore the backup systems now.

CSO_Syrna says:
::thinks a moment:: *EO*: Perhaps you should report to the Captain, as the Executive Officer is not on the bridge.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Thank you Lt.  Have Ens K'Vas inform me directly...we need you down in the triage center now.

CSO_Syrna says:
::enters the lift to go to Cargo Bay 2, turns in the lift and nods at K'Beth:: CO: Already done, Ma'am.

CMO_Hunter says:
Gorn_Doc:: Lt Commander Hunter ::extends his hand to shake::

Host Brett says:
<Gorn Doc> ::Looks at the hand, then grasps it.  His grip is cool and dry, and very strong.::

EO_K`Vas says:
::goes to assist an engineer with warp drive repairs:: *CO*: I am aiding in the repair of the warp drive

CSO_Syrna says:
::feels the lift move to the appropriate deck::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::looks around the bridge and gets up and limps over to the FCO.  Leans against the side of his console and grins tightly at both him and the TO:: FCO/TO:  You both did very well, especially considering this is your first battle.:

CSO_Syrna says:
::exits near cargo bay 2::

XO_Tarrez says:
::looks at the readings and sees that he has only a broken arm and some cuts.  Orders a crewman to move him to another spot in the bay::
CMO_Hunter says:
::winces slightly at the grip:: Gorn_Doc:: anything I should know ahead of time?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*EO*: Good job, Ensign.  Keep me informed.

CSO_Syrna says:
::arrives on the scene in Cargo Bay 2 looks around::

FCO_Curgan says:
::relaxes slightly and smiles weakly at the Captain::  CO: Thank you Ma'am.  Next time I'll try and be more communicative.

TO_Foshee says:
::Let's out a deep breath::  CO:  It didn't always feel like it.  Thanks.

EO_K`Vas says:
*CO*: Aye captain

TO_Foshee says:
CO:  You okay?  You look like you're hurting?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::looks at the FCO smiling and pats him on the shoulder as she walks back to her chair:: FCO: You were fine, Lt.

XO_Tarrez says:
::moves on to the next patient and scans him::

CSO_Syrna says:
::goes to the CMO:: CMO: What can I help you with?

Host Brett says:
<Gorn Doc> CMO: Our medical history is contained in the data I gave you.   Wait, yes, some of my crew are sensitive to your drug...Tri--Ox?  Their names are listed there.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
TO: I'm fine and let me tell you a little secret....it never feels like enough, Ensign. ::smiles and sits down going over the reports on her console her smile fading rapidly as she reads::

FCO_Curgan says:
CO: Thank you Ma'am.

CMO_Hunter says:
Gorn Doc/CSO:: Take the walking wounded...make them comfortable till one of my nurses can see them, Ill be coordinating from here

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::looks up at the SO:: SO: Lt.  they get you patched up in sickbay?

TO_Foshee says:
Thinks to herself:  Then how do you know if you are doing okay?

XO_Tarrez says:
::looks up::  CMO: Doc, I think this one is bad better come have a look.

CSO_Syrna says:
::does what the CMO said::

CMO_Hunter says:
::moves over to the XO, kneels down to scan the Gorn on the gurney::

SO_Vendal says:
CO: Yes Ma'am, they said I had a concussion and a bruising of my eye they said to take it easy

EO_K`Vas says:
*CO*: I estimate 30 minutes until the warp drive is back on line.  The ship will have a maximum speed of warp 5 until we put in for repairs

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::nods:: SO: Good...then make certain you do so.

EO_K`Vas says:
::continues working on the warp drive::

SO_Vendal says:
CO: Yes Ma'am

XO_Tarrez says:
CMO: I show major internal bleeding.  ::says softly and sadly::

SO_Vendal says:
::reaches up and gently touches his face and feels how puffy it is::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*EO*: Excellent job, Ensign.  As soon as it is ready tell us and we'll head back home for repairs.

CMO_Hunter says:
::Scans the Gorn again...motions for the equipment to be brought over::

FCO_Curgan says:
::relaxes back into his chair scanning his console and readouts::

EO_K`Vas says:
*CO*: Aye captain

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::goes back to reading the reports grimly::

Host Brett says:
<<<<End Mission>>>>

